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M6TW ilfiffiffiIiiL:;;
EDITORIAL COMMITTEE: BOB HEATH

THERESA HEATH
ARNOLD STARK
LILLIAN STARK

PRESIDENT: LILLIAN STARK CHAPTER MAIL ADDRESS: 313 PRUETT RD, SEFFNER FL 33584
(INCLUDING RENE!{ALS)

MEETINGS ARE HELD THE 2nd SUNDAY 0F THE M0NTH AT 2:00 p.m.

NEXT MEETING: FEBRUARY 14, 1993

MEETING PLACE: RARE FRUIT C0UNCIL CLUBH0USE. 3]3 PRUETT RD, SEFFNER. Take I-4
to Exit 8 North, S.R. 579, go one mile to Pruett Road. (see McDonald
School sign) Turn right (East). Go one mile. See Clubhouse on left
'immediately past McDonald School .

PROGRAM: GR0WING AND USING HERBS BY KAY CUDE. Kay Cude is an authority on
herbs, their culture and use. She will enfighten us on the growing
of these indispensable contrjbutions to fine eating and their use'in the preparation of del'icious dishes. This should be a very
'informati ve and interest'ing program. Also, our meeting w'i1l jnclude
the usual raff I e and tasting tab'le. tle jnv'it.e al I our members to :
contribute to both.

ffiank. Aou Tfianfr. Uou Tfranfr. Aou
To Bill Lessard and Bob Baker for donating the seven banana plants for auction The
successful bidders were: Evelyn Reda, karl Rossa, Alice Burhenn, Mark Bennett, Walter
Vines, Chris Tully, and Jim Murrie.

Notes of Interest

For those members who wished to obtain Bill Lessard's catalog, you may write to him at:
19201 S.W. 248 Street, Homestead, FL 33031.
Phone: (305)247 -0397 or (305)248-2666

Tom Economou announces two (2) exciting tours going to the Chelsea English Gardens
Show, May l5 thru May 29, and touring England, Scotland & Wales. One tour is to be
led by Gene Joyner, and the other by Dee & Gil Whitton. For information/reservations
call Tom at l-800-675-7489 or (305)285-7173.

Dr. Fred Essig of the USF Botanical Gardens willbe leading a tour of Holland at Tulip
time from May 5 thru May 13. For more information call Sunshine State Tours (813)963-
5566 or 1-800-926-1875

Ed Kraujalis wrote us that he will have Mangosteen seeds available this summer. Call,
evenings, (813)458-1879, or write l3l 1 SE l4th Terrace, Cape Coral, FL 33990-3721.
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LET'S GO BANANAS! by BILL LESSARD

Bill Lessard is an amateur banana grower who, by dint of an abiding interest and
considerable time and expense, has become somewhat of an authority on the history,
culture and eating of bananas. It seems that bananas have always held a particular
fascination for most people, which may account for this being the largest turnout
at any of our meetings.

The banana is almost the perfect fruit and it responds very quickly to any care
that we might give it. The banana has an extremely short life cycle in that each
individual plant normally lives no more than about L2 months. If grown properl.y
and wel1, it sprouts from the ground and grows, it produces and it is harvested,
and finally dies in all of. a 1,2 month period. The banana p1ant, of course, is
not a tree, although itts usually referred to as a tree. It is better described
as a conn. Itrs actually a monocot, a large herbaceous plant consisting of a
single growing point, the apical meristem. Frcra the meristem groL,s the large
leaves which begin as curved sheaths that conpletely encircle the pseudo stem.
The leaf flares at the top to form the apparent 1eaf. Suckers grow from axillary
buds which emerge from the lower portion of the corm. After the pseudo stem of
the banana plant has fu1fi1led its function of bearing fruit, that particular
part of the plant dies and the new suckers go on to replace the old banana stem.
The suckers are used for propagating the banana. A sword sucker 2 to 3 feet tall
should be separated from the mother plant by digging down and cutting the sucker
off with a shovel. The sucker should have a good healthy corm and roots. The
banana should be planted in full sun in soil that is rich but has good drainage.
The banana likes plenty of water but not wet feet. Also, a site protected from
the wind is a good idea since heavy winds tend to shred the leaves and even topple
the p1ant. The planting hole should be large enough to give the roots plenty of
room for development and the banana plant should be seE in the hole approximately
8" down. The roots do not grow very deep but they can grow up to 12 or 15 feet
horizontally from the plant. Manure should never be used directly in the hole
because even if it is well composted, it tends to hold too much moisture and breeds
fungus. However, once the banana plant is established and growing, the use of well
composted manure is encouraged as a top dressing. Peat moss, manure, composted
mulch should be used in an area around the banana tree as a weed suppressant and
as a soil amendment. The pH of the soil does not seem to be of much importance
to the banana. Bill says he's seen bananas growing well in soils with a pH of 11
and wirh a pH as 1ow as 4.5 A Iittle salt doesntt seem to boEher the banana
either as long as itfs not too concentrated.

The leaves should be cut from the spear when the banana is first planted and water
should be used sparingly since the new banana plant has no roots and no leaves
and is not eapable of moving water through its system; it can only absorb it, which
causes fungus growth and it may turn browa and slow1y decay and die. The p 1an t
should only be watered every 2 or 3 days after the initial watering and a little
fungicide such as copper sulfate or Benlate is beneficial in the water. After a
leaf or two develops, you know that the plant has developed roots and at this point
you may begin to water every day a''d fertilize xnonthly. Remember that when the
banana is sna1l it can only use a little fertilizer, about 1/2 pound a month for a
p1ant2 or 3 feet taIl. As the plant gets larger, it can use up to two pounds of
fertilizer a month without hurting the pLant, spread over the entire root system
and watered in every day. For the first application, use a balanced fertilizer such
as 6-6-5 or 10-10-10, but after the initial application, switch to a fertilizer on
the order of 9-3-27, a 1ow phosphorus, about 3 tiures as much nitrogen and about 9
times as much potassium is idea1. But the inportant thing is to give them sonething.

As the plant grolrs, it will begin to produce some suckers. These suckers should
be controlled to allow no more than 3 or 4 plants to be growing in a mat at any
one time. Good sucker management will aI1ow the mat to have one plant fruiting,
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one plant 3/4 grovn, one plant L/4 gtoum and one sucker just peeping from the soil-
Control the rnat by cutting away unwanted suckers at ground level, leaving the bottom
part to help support the parent p1ant. The number of healthy leaves on a banana
plant at inflorescence is important. To properly nourish a raceme of bananas, a

plant should have 10 or more healthy leaves. I{ith fewer leaves, the fruit will not
fill out as we1l. If the number of leaves is less than 10, there is sonething
rrrong; the plant is hungry or thirstyr or the roots are in poor condition due to
fungus, nematodes or corm borers, so the plant is unable to take up available
nutrients I t rnay also be caused by cold rreather .

As the head of fruit grows in a fruiting banana p1ant, it may be necessary to pfop
up the plant beeause the plant Bay not be able to carry the weight of the bananas
and will snap off or topple at the root. It usually takes about 2 to 3 aonths to
mature a head of fruit, once it has emerged into the air, assuming the temPerature
has been warm. If the temperature has been cool it will take longer, and below
50o the fruit may not develop properly.

After the fruit is harvested, cut arday the plant at the ground and the stunrp will
s1ow1y dry up, leaving a rotted hole in the center of the mat. The decayed stump
should be taken out and dirt added to the hole, otherwise it is an invitation to
fungus and other pests.

Nematodes are a serious pest of some banana varieties and ean cause a slow decline
in vigor and eventual death of an entire mat. Nematodes are microscopic, vegetarian
round worms that eat the banana roots. Ihe Raja Puri and the Mysore are tlro banana
varieties that resist nematodes. There are chemicals that will kil1 nematodes and
are labeled for bananas and may be used 1ega11y on them. Bill recomrended Furadan,
Mocap or Nemacur as effective nematode controls.

The banana corm borer is another insect that attacks -ehe banana corrn. This is a
beetle about 1/2 inch long that spends its entire life in a banana patch. When a
female corm borer finds a banana plant it lays eggs at the base of the corm at
ground 1evel. They hatch and grubs immediatel-y bore into the corm, Inside the
corm the grubs begin to grow and travel erratically throughout the corm, severely
reducing its function. If the grub should happen to wander through the apical
meristem of the p1ant, the plant will die.

The most threatening organism to attack bananas is the fungus cormonly referred to
as Panama disease, which is one of the major concerns in banana growing countries.
The four races of Panama disease are named siurply L,21 3 and 4. Ihe Gros Michelle
was the rnainstay of the banana industry in the Americas before the Panama disease
race 1 was introduced. As plantations were decimated, the Cavendish tyPes, Valery
Robusta and Gran Naine, rrere planted as replacements because of their resistance
to Panama disease race 1 and 2. Race 2 attacks the Apple, Ice Cream and Orinoco
bananas. Panama disease is a fungus and can be spread by spores but it seems to
be spread mainly by contaminated tools, machetes, salrs, digging tools, which provide
direct innoculation of the disease. If Panama disease is noticed in a banana planting,
the affected plant should be imrediately removed, including every part of the mat and
the individual plants, roots and all. Remove the plant entirely from the area and
then sterilize any tools that might have come into contact with the affected plants.
A 102 solution of household bleach is a satisfactory sterilizer. The first indication
of Panama disease is a bl"ack infected area of the pseudo stem at our near ground 1evel.
Eventually the whole mat of plants wil.1 turn yel1.ow and die. If Panama disease is
suspected' cut off the plant close to the ground 1evel and look for dark red or brown
lesions arranged in semi circles in the lower interior of the stem.

Sigatoka is another disease that is causing a great deal of trouble in Central and
South America. It is caused by the fungus cercospora musae. Ttrere are two strains,
ye11ow sigatoka and black sigatoka. Both cause spots to form on the leaves of the
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banana and decreases the number of healthy leaves, causing decreased production
and eventual death of the mat. The disease is treated with Benonil and several
other brands of fungicide, which are usually used alternately to keeP the disease
from building up resistance to any one fungicide.

Bill has grown over 50 varieties.of bananas for at least the last 10 years, some as

long as 20 years, and has found many to recorrnend. He showed us slides of all the
various species of bananas which he described.

AeAe. Bill cal1ed the AeAeralso known as Koae or Vittata one of the most beautiful
plants he had ever seen. The variegated green and white plant grows 16 to 20 feet
ta1l with wide leaves 6 to 7 feet 1ong. The fruit is variegated also, lengthwise,
about 6 to 8" 1ong. It retains the striped appearance as it ripens with dark and

light yel1ow srripes. The flesh is a light orange co1or, intetmediate between a

plintain and a dessert banana, so it may be eaten out of hand when ripe, or cooked
when less ripe. The variegation is somewhat unstable and the amount of white tends
to vary in response to pH of the soil and fertility conditions. When the soil is
infertile or too alkaline, the new suckers tend to be more white than green and

sometimes pure white. Pure white pLants tend to die when separated fromthe parent
plant because of a complete lack of ch1orophyl1. Irrhen suckers are removed' they
should be at least 502 green to assure a strong plant. Ttre plant seems to thrive
best in a partial shady condition with plenty of moisture and good draining. It
is only a vigorous grower when it is properly nourished and solid green.

The Apple banana is grown throughout the tropics of the wor1d, from lhailand to the
aeep ju"gles of the Amazon. It is a diploid, but seedlessr as it bears sterile
female flowers. It has a short pLump fruit and is frequently cal1ed a lady finger.
The punp usually has a distinct ipple flavor which is quite pleasing if ttre fruit
is allowed to ripen fully before eating. Ttre plant is cold hardy down to 32o-but
frost on the leaves will cause theo to turn brown. It grows 12 to 14 feet taLl
and puts on rather sma1l heads of fruit in most cases. The Apple banana is sus-
ceptible to Panama disease race 2 and is attacked by nematodes and co:h borers.

Rlrino Horn is a banana of medium height from l0 to 14' . It is a true plantain
and produces 2 to 4 hands of fruit-and has no nale flowera. When the female
flowers finish opening, the stem just kind of dwindles away; there are no
hernaphroditic flowers and no male flowers. The Rtrino Horn coues from eastern
Africa and fruits in the manner of a true horned plantain, hanging at about a 45o

angle to the ground. The fruit are a light yellow green color when the flower
opfr6 and are about 1.2 to 14" long. They have been knoun to grow to 2t long and

""igft as much as 3 pounds each. ite plant is quite attractive with a lot of red
color in the pseudostem and a red rnid rib in the leaf. JuveniLe leaves have a

certain amount of red markings on the upper side.. The plant is slender and tends
to make an extraordinary ourber of suckers, although only a few are apically
dominant. Excess suckeis shoul.d be cleared away regularly. The Rhino Horn is
resistant to Panaua disease but nematodes and corm borers seen to enjoy the taste
of the plants and attack them in preference to most other bananas.

The Brazilian banana is a tall banana growing to 20'. The trunk and leaves are
conp1etely green with Long wide leaves extending from 7 to-8r from the pseudostem.

The fruit is short and veiy sseet but the heads -are not large. Ttre plant is
very najestic because of its large size and is quite wind tolerant due to a

strong root system. The fruit nay be allowed to ripen on the plant without
splitting and when they are ripe, the plant may be given a hard shake which will
dislodge-the fruit and rain them down on the shaker. The male flower of the
Brazilian banana is quite tasty when cooked and eaten in a salad. The Brazilian
banana is aLso subject to uutation tendences and- produces a dwarf plant at
8 to 10'with r1ore compact heads of fruit, aLthough with the-sarDe shape and

teste as its taller progenitor. The Brazilian banana is resistant to Panana

disease and is not ireierred by nematodes and corm borers.
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The Dwarf Cavendish is one of the first bananas introduced into Florida from China
and most of the bananas of cornmerce today are derived from mutations of the initial
Cavendish introductions, namely the Valery, Gran Naine and Williaas. The Dwarf
Cavendi.sh is a short plant, fruiting.at 5 to 7t, is very wind resistant due to its
short stature, but should be propped up when it is fruiting because it produces
large heads of fruit. The fruit is subject to the disease calLed "cigar end rot"
which is a fungus disease easily controLled by mild fungicidal sprays. Ttre mutants
that are grown for con'rnerce do not have this probleur. Ttre Dwarf Cavendish is
resistant to Panama disease races 1 and 2, but is susceptible to race 4. Nematodes
and corm borers will attaek it also.

The Red Banana is grown throughout the tropics of the world and is known by a vast
array of different nanes, "Indio", "cuban Redt', "Morado"-and "Jamaiean Red". In
Hawaii it is calLed Hawaiian Red. BilL prefers the Costa Rican name for it, "Macaboo".
From the original Macaboo which grows to about 16 or 18 | came the eventual dwarf
mutation in the forn that grows to about 8 to 10'. As is often the case, the dwarf
produces larger heads than its tall progenitor. The Ibarf Macaboo is a very desirable
p1ant, produces consistently and stands up to the wind we1l. The fruit is top quality,
srdeet and moist with a buttery consistency. It does not produce very large heads but
the fruit is medium sized and fat with a dark red, almost purple, skin and flesh of
the normal banana co1or. The Macaboo prefers rich soil and a pH below 7 but will
survive and produce smaller heads at a higher pH.

Fehi or Feti is one of the.few edibLe Australiuusas-and it-must be cooked before it
is eaten. It grows to about 12 to 14t and in.its native Tahiti, it. may reach 20'-
The trunk is very dark, atmost black. The leaves are long' narrow and pointed at
rhe rip. The sap of the pl.ant i.s a bright crinson purpLe, is indelibLe and is
sonetines used as a dye. Ihe flower is unusual in that the emerging flower is
bright green and as the female flowers open, the fruit is copper eolored. As is
the case with all Australimusas, the fruit does not hang pendant but grows straight
up. The falvor is rather s\deet before it is cooked but is even slreeter after it
ii bateA. The consistency is custard like and the effect is of a very delicious
fruit. Suckers are rarely produced cLose to the plant, running away for a foot
or so before they turn and grow upward.

The Golden Aromatic is native to southern China and BilL indicated that Mr. John
Townsend, who introduced it into Hawaii, sent hiro a plant about 10 years ago. In
China it is known as the Go San Heong but Bill has renamed it with a westernnamet
"The Golden Aromatic", because of its strong, pLeasant fragrance. Ttre tree grows
to about 12'with a trunk that is rather slender. The trunk is marked with a

slight amount of dark nottling at the juncture of the pseudosteil and leaf.
Moderate sized heads of Long fingers are produced. ltrey have a cre:rmy consistency
and very sweet taste. The flavor is also enhanced by the delightfuL aroma. It
is recormended for back yard planting but because of its slender sten' needs to
be provided with support. It is resistant to Panama disease but is subjeet to
attaek by corm borers and nematodes.

Gros Michelle was the mainstay of the banana industry for many years It is a

very delicious banana but it has several faults that account for its demise in
the commercial banana industry. It is susceptible to Panama disease Race 1 and
is very ta11 growing,up to 20'which gives it a tendency to fall over or snaP
under the weight of its large heads of fruit. The Gros Michelle is also known
as the B1uefield and there is also a dwarf form called the Highgate or Cocos.
The dwarf plant grows to about 8 or 10'tall and has a stout trunk. The fruit
is every bit as delicious as its tal1 progenitor. In addition to susceptibility
to Panama disease, it is subject to attack by nematodes and coru borers.

The Hua Moa is a plantain that gro\{s to 14 I . It has dark green foliage and is a
sturdy plant with a thick trunk. The fruit of the Hua Moa can grorf, to 3" or more
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in diameter and 10 to.11" long. -rt_was originally fron Tahiti and was introducedto the united states in 1960 by william whitian. Bill has been growing it since1969 on his p1'antation from whence it was introduced to the cuban corrr.unity in theMiami area for use as a frying banana. Ttre Hua Moa fa1ls in betrreen a plantain anda banana' rts texture has no fiber and vhei fried it is delicious. rt quicklyreplaced orinoco as the banana of choice for frying. Ti,;y-;;; also very good bakedeither ripe or green' The plant tends to be cold sensitive but is resistant roPanama disease, and is attacied by both the com bor"r and nematodes, and also thestalk borer' The fruit must be harvested before it ripens or-it will split. rt isalso excellent eaten out of hand.

The rce cream banana gror+7 to l6t when well raised. rt is solid green with no redcol0ring exeePt on the botton of the leaf nidrib. rts fruit has a bluish tintwhen unripe but turns light yellow-when ripe.- The pulp is snowy white and delicious.The P lant is a vigorou"-gtor"t, adapted to urost soiisr and i" qrrit" cold hardy. rt
;:r::::"otib1e 

to panama Ji"".." Race 2 and is ar.so atia"r"a-iy-r,;;;.;;; rii*"or,,

The Raja Puri is the one banana that Bill has carled bul1et proof, in that it isinmune to panama disease and is not attaeked by nematodes or corm borers. It isa dwarf plant growing to 7 or 8' before-rr"iaiig) totalry green with a very thickstem that stands uP very well to the wind. The leaves are-extrenely wide and theplant produces fruit in about 7,months, prodrcing more fruit than any banana thatBill knows' rt is also more cold hardy irr.r ro"i b"n"r,"". The fruit are not veryattractive, tapering from the stetr to lte tip and being r.tt"i-rrrgular, but theyhave a very sldeet flavor. This banana is naiive to rndia. rt is one of the mostrecorunended by Bi11.

The Mysore banana, like the Raja Puri, seems to be bothered by no diseases or pests. -rt is a vigorous growing plant to 16'and the ioot systen is very strong. Brrt theplant should be propped when carrying large heads of fruit since the sten could snapunder the weight' rhe Mysore produces shirt fat snal1 bananas that are sweet withjust enough acidity to m;ke the flavor interesting. sirr ieeis that the large bananagrowers will turn to the Mysore in the future to provide the consuming pubric sonediversity in taste. rt produces Large.heads of fruit, up to 50 lbs., and also fruitin very uniform size. rl also has an unusuaLly long shelf life in storage. Thepseudosten of the Mysore is a du1I red col.or 
"oa tn" leaves have a dark red nidrib.Strangely enough, the Mysore banana is native to the Mysore section of India.

The orinoco is a solid green banana that grows to about 16r and has produced adwarf mutant that has been cultivated for"about 20 years. The two plants areexactly the same-in most-respeets except for the height.rra-"*c"pt that the dwarfmakes larger heads than its iaLl prog"rritor. The dwarf orinoco has been known toproduce heads in excess of 90 1bs. on a 5'taL1 plant. The fruit is large, about8 to 10" long, and of an angular Jorm. ra i"-euite trrick;-d-;;2,,, and taperedat the tips and often ripens on the plant without splitting. -ih" 
orinoco is namedfor the orinoco River in the jungles of south Anerica. Th; orinoco is a heartybanana and has adapted to the FLorida crinate ana soits *r".y r"il. rt stands upto wind fairly well but must be supported when carrying lari""i".a" of fruit. rris susceptible to Panama disease 

"rra 
is attacked by nematodes and corm borers.

rhe- Praying Hands is a most unusuaL banana, native to rndonesia, in that eaeh handof bananas is enti-t:ly-fused together into one large uass. Ttre individual bananasare separated by skin inside the fused Eass so thal the fingers nay be pulled apartand eaten individually. The plant grows to 14t or so, totarly green with no redcolor' The fruit can be quite heavy and the pl ant will need propping when fruiting.The Praying Hands is resistant to Panama disease but is attackei by nematodes andcorm borers.
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The Ihousand Finger banana is a fine decorative plant for those who love to receive
exclamations of wonder when people see the fruit. The flowers develop on the steln
in reverse order to other bananas in that the hentraphroditic florers precede the
female flowers and there are no male flowers. After the hermaphroditic flowers,
the flower stem begins to produce female flowers and continues to do so until the
pLant dies or the ilow"r bud is broken off. It is possible for the fruit on the
lop of the head to be ripening while the flowers on the.bottom of the head are
stitt opening female flowers. 8 or 9' of very tiny bananas is quite possible.
The fLowerin[ cycle frequently lasts up to 5 months. Ttre plant grotTs to 12' and

is solid green with no red coloring. It is seedless and sweet with a pleasant
flavor but the bananas are only about an inch long when peel'ed. The thousand
finger banana is immune to Panama disease but is attacked by nematodes and corm
borers

Itt

\'

I
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a[Ie: lanu
Plant IYame Donor \tinner
Jarnbolan Java Plum (2) Charles Novak ?

Flon'enng Maple Paul Zmoda Gregg Cardin

Broccoli I-enis lv{axu'ell J. Murrie
Passion Fruit Vine Heath Chariw Reece

Abakka Pineapple Heath ? Mal'
Pomegranate Heath ?

Chives Heath Ed Shron
Tree Basil Heath A. Miller
Vanegated Pineapple (3) Bennetl Iamar & Crystal Galloway

Langsat Bennett Al Jean

Langsat Bennett Heath

Lvchee Bennett N. McCormack

M1'sore Raspbern Bennett Surk
!v{r sore Raspbem Bennett N. McCormack

Atemor a Bennett Charin'Reece

Atemor a Bennett Lnis Duffey

Pineapple A. Burhenn Lamar & Crvstal Gallo\4'a!'

Aloc A. Burhenn Philmore

Yarron A. Burhenn Evelrn Reda

Lemon Grass A. Burhenn Audrev Rossa

Barbados Chcrn' Fred Serlon Philmore

Papava Trec Fred Sexton Evelyn Reda

Grumrchama Honet'cutt Bob Wente

Char cte. Whitc Honerycutt L. McKone

Chavote. White Honevcutt ? (please print)
Chavote. White Hongl'mtt Diana Mills
Char ote. \Vhite Honer-cutt Eveltn Reda

Char.otc. \l'ttitc Honet'cutt Man Ann Campbell
Kale Monica Brandies AI Hendrr.f
Kale Monica Brandies A. Miller
Papava. Hau'allan L. McKone Evelm Reda

Tamannd Jud Newconrbe Audrey Rossa

Meiua Kumquat Janet Conard Audrey Rossa

Naraniilla Janet Conard Bob Wente

Naraniilla Janet Conard Evelrn Reda

Argula (2 ) Monica Brandies A. Miller
Luffa Janet Conard ? (please print)
Luffa Janet Conard Marv Ann Campbell
Pink Pommelo Janet Conard harles Novak
Papar a (2 ) Philmore Max Means

Camellias Philmore Max Means

Stran'bern John Greene
,l

Raffle: Januar
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What's Happening
January-February 1993

by Paul Zmoda

Sharpen your pruning shears and saws, for now is a great time to prune many fruiting trees

and shrubs. Pruning benefits your plants by removing diseased and dead wood. It increases fruit
size and numbers by eliminating unproductive branches that compete for energy and promotes

tree health by allowing more sunlight and air to get to the centers of those trees. Lot's of trees

should be pruned when dormant, or nearly so, at this time of year. These include: mulberries,

plums, apples, pears, nectarines, peaches, nut trees, and others. Citrus and other evergreens, such

as loquats, may be pruned at any time, but cool weather is a good time, especially in late spring

after the danger of frost is past. General pruning information follows.

Always cut branches offjust next to the branch collar, the swollen ring of wood where a

branch is attached. Do not leave "stubs" when you cut because the dead wood forming there will
later weaken your tree. Remove all dead and sickly-looking branches back to their points of
origin. Clip offsmall branches to a bud that will grow outward later when it sprouts. Eliminate

crossing and/or touching branches by selecting the one that appears best and pruning offthe
other. Remove branches that grow straight up or hang down. This out crowded branches.

Always walk around and around your work, visualixing from every angle a well balanced

specimen. Ifbranches are too long here or there, head them back by shortening them to a branch

or bud. Try to avoid removing more than one third of a tree at one session; if it doesn't look
"right" this time, you will have to wait until next season.

Stone fruits, such as plums, peaches, etc., perform best when pruned into a vase-like shape

called Open Center. A short trunk is allowed to have 3 to 5 equally spaced main scaffold

branches with the central, upright leader removed. Pome fruits, such as apples, pears, etc., are

allowed to grow in more upright forms known as Central Leader or Modified Leader. Central

Leader trees have a strong straight central stem all the way to the top, with carefully selected side

scaffold branches. A modified leader is the same except you cut offthe central stem quite a ways

up and don't let it grow back. This makes the tree easier to manage. When selecting branches to
keep, bear in mind that branch angles are strongest (hold more weight, i.e., fnrit) when closest to
90o. In other words, if you need to cut one of two competing branches, try to keep the brach

having the widest angle of attachment.

Pruning is work, but it is enjoyable when you know how because you are preparing each

tree to bear better, larger, and healthier fruit. There are excellent books to guide you, such as the

Ortho gardening book All About Pruning, available in many gardaring centers. Organic

Gardening Magazine also has an informative article in the February 1993 issue.

New Members:
John Bell I005-2W Hwy 92 W., Seffirer, FL 33584 (8 13)689-1014
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Tasting Table: January
I apologize to all who brought goodies for the tasting table last month, and there was a
substantial variety of goodies, but the list appears to have vanished. Thank to all of you
from everyone who enjoyed your efforts.

by Diana Mills & John VanDerHoek

30 really ripe bananas
juice of 5 oranges
2 sliced lemons, including peel

15 lbs sugar
2 oz yeast nutrient
Slice peeled bananas and add with orange juice and lemons into 1-3 gallons of water.

Bring to a boil and simmer 30 minutes. Strain into primary fermentor (sterilized plastic

garbage container). Add remaining ingredients, includingwater,-W!-@.. Stir well,

and when cool, add yeast. Cover with plastic top, or bag, and tie down securely. Ferment

until specific gravity is down to 1.30. Siphon into a carboy or gallon bottles with
frementation air locks. Rack in 2-3 weeks. It should go down to 0.990 specific gravity

Let settle until clear and then bottle. Timing depends in weathericonditions, heat in house,

availability of win maker, and unknown gift of Bacchus. * '

Recipe of the Month:Banana Wine

2 tsps acid blend
I tsp tannin
5-6 gallons water
I pkg wine yeast
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